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   Extract from a report 
 

Oil & Gas: 2016 E&P Outlook 
Other than O&G price recovery, what will be the new story? M&A, technology or output decline? 

 

  The combination of the current petroleum product price pall, inventory overhang, 

changing global macro, and for 2016, the return of Iran to the global oil market, reduced 

upstream cap-ex, and lower hedged output and production cash flows, does not 

portend a rosy 2016 E&P cash flow growth outlook or offer much holiday cheer.  

Other than declining output, which is more likely oil than natural gas in the US, the 

Street understanding upstream operations better, or a substantial increase in public 

company M&A, what will be the new E&P investor theme or catalyst for 2016? How 

about fiscal prudence? Rational industry spending behaviour should cause:  

1. A 500,000-750,000 Bbl/d drop in US shale oil output in 2H16 from its peak. 

2. More judicious public M&A. 

3. And no ‘spending bailouts’ (JV capital, expanded bank credit lines or public 

market access). 

What could hurt a potential oil price recovery other than a slowing global GDP and 

nominally higher US interest rates? 

4. Better well designs or new technology breakthrough for non-sweet spot shale 

conversion to further reduce horizontal shale well costs. 

So, for 2016 it’s a short story list rather than unabridged non-fiction, but it requires 

investor conviction. In the past, E&P had multi-year growth themes: 3D seismic and 

bright spots, deep or tight conventional gas, shale gas (pre-Appalachia), Hansel & Gretel 

growth (buying the assets of bigger companies or smaller E&Ps to add mass), synergistic 

M&A (cost savings), international exploration (conventional, and shales), CBM (domestic 

and international), product output changes (balanced, gas or oil and related strategy shifts), 

and of course technology implementation (LWD, MWD, deviated/ horizontal drilling and 

fracking). All of these themes were predicated upon the use of new CDS/OFS technologies 

and incremental capital. The shales have been bigger, given ‘democratized growth via 

technology’, ‘up for grabs’ resources, and lots of low cost capital availability.  

Unfortunately, the investment community apparently failed to take into account industry 

cyclicality. Stocks were treated like tech growth stories. Now, given long dated PUD and 

resource inventories, the industry has to post one last dramatic quarter of reserve 

impairments and focus on returns. 
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It may always be darkest before the dawn, but vs. prior industry nadirs, the recovery for 

E&Ps may not be that far off, provided that the industry is prudent with its reinvested cash 

flows. 

When E&P management teams sell volume growth, it’s always the next well IP or estimated 

improvements in projected decline curves, well RORs or EURs. Why? The Street buys 

growth and likes to calculate captive M&A resource value for any E&P, which we call 

‘spreadsheet math’.  

What was the basic tenet that the Street seemingly overlooked with this approach or E&P 

management teams with that sales pitch? 

1. Industry cyclicality. 

2. Time value of money. 

3. The amount of external capital needed to fuel volume and reserve growth. 

4. The need to balance hyperbolic IP well decline rates, with contango forward future market 

curves. 

5. And a more labour and completion intensive E&P business model, which also requires 

new GTP facilities, that are primarily being built via MLP companies.  

Yes, the shales are ‘quasi-manufacturing’, but a true manufacturer’s product growth cycle 

(lower left) is very different than one in a self depleting commodity with hyperbolic decline 

rates (lower right). With most wells getting such a large portion of their ultimate reserve 

recovery upfront, having product prices be weak really ruins returns. That said, CDS (contract 

drilling services) and OFS (oilfield services) costs have come down, but we believe that 

product price assumptions remain too high and that the Street and industry only look at oil. It 

forgets about natural gas and BOE output or that the E&Ps will eventually have to find the next 

‘shale oil sweet spot’. One shouldn’t ignore the fact that the natural gas assets still represent a 

significant part of many E&P’s output stream or that many of these companies have written 

down billions of prior investments which were previously the volume growth story or stock 

catalyst. All E&Ps have done is switch from local to global markets (gas to oil).  

 

  

Right now, the Street is extremely pessimistic about the E&P sector. We believe that the 

Street has overlooked several factors which will cause the E&P industry to ultimately 

‘self correct’. They are: 
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People 

Product cycle times 

Resource maturation and a lack of ‘stacked tails’ 

Reduced cap-ex effect and minimization of external capital access 

The loss of ‘drop down financings’ and private equity capital 

  

Where could we be wrong with our positive 2016 perspective? Another iterative 

improvement in OFS completion technologies that causes fracs to be fully effective in each 

interval or for new well designs to improve non-sweet spot fairways at lower CWCs.  

People, matter in Oil & Gas. There is ‘age dispersion’ which reflects cyclicality of 

industry hiring that is overlooked 

Depending upon the news report, anywhere between 200,000 and 250,000 workers will 

become redundant during the current industry downturn. The most recent annual 

government employment data for the industry is 2014. There were about 500,000 US Oil & 

Gas workers (bars). That is less than the 700,000 peak in 1981. Back then, it took four years to 

remove that many workers from the US industry, but now that attrition will happen in less than 

a year. Why was the headcount decline so dramatic and severe? The hyperbolic well declines 

and contango futures market we mentioned previously. If G&G and field workers aren’t adding 

new wells to the producer category, they are essentially redundant costs. It’s the nature of a 

faster cycle time shale projects with lower near-term pricing. So, the easiest and hardest 

decision is to cut overhead given reduced cash flow and under-hedged output.  

 

The lines on the graph above represent US oil and with natural gas output converted to BOE. 

Note that from the early 1970s to late 1980s US oil and natural gas output declined even with 

an improvement and then a decline of headcount. But, by the late 1980s natural gas output 

began to rise, while oil continued to decline until 2008. 
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Industry headcounts declined from 1981 until 2004. The fact that natural gas output could 

increase while the workforce shrank points to the efficacy of new CDS (contract drilling 

services) and OFS (oil field services) technologies being deployed which brought production 

from deep gas drilling, vertical onshore fraced reservoirs, seismic bright spots reservoirs, and 

3D seismic, and horizontal multistage shale well drilling.  

With oil, output stabilized in the late 1990s and the new millennium from DeepH20 and 

Alaskan activity but didn’t rise until horizontal shale exploitation began (Bakken, Eagle Ford 

and then Permian) and the workforce increased.  

Companies that downsize today will be faced with several strategic or managerial issues in 

the future. Can they bring workers back easily? What about age dispersion of technical 

workers (geosciences and engineering)? The industry had a large hiring gap between the early 

1980s and the start of the shales, so there is age dispersion within companies. Technical 

workers are largely bifurcated into two groups, baby-boomers who largely entered post the 

1973 Arab Embargo (workers in their 50s or 60s) and the group of workers brought in during 

the recent boom (20s and early 30s) .  

So, when companies reduce G&G worker headcounts, how much basin or petrophysical 

knowledge will they be losing and will they be forced to outsource? Will there be a technology 

offset? For field workers, i.e. roughnecks who have been displaced, they simply may not come 

back once they matriculate to other industries with similar skill requirement, such as 

construction, which also may not be as remotely located.  

Well Cycle Times and output management 

The graphs on the next page show the onshore oil and natural gas well counts on the left 

vertical axis. On the right vertical axis is the cost per well for oil and natural gas wells. It’s clear 

that costs have risen since the conventional era because wells today aren’t as likely to be 

vertical, but horizontal, and have much more expensive completions.  
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Oil and Gas Well Counts and Costs 

  

 
Source: API, Spears & Associates, and SG Cross Asset Research/Equity 

In the part of the cycle where industry drilling activity falls dramatically because of product 

price collapse, CDS and OFS costs drop towards cash breakeven rather than replacement 

cost economics. No doubt, the upstream companies have and will benefit from this 25-30% 

drop. Why has it been so good? More efficient crews have been retained post layoffs, and 

almost all wells are pad based. Companies aren’t really delineating resource plays anymore 

and they’ve slowed their pace of drilling and well completions to ‘do more with less’.  

Most of the oil shale plays are only a few years in duration. So the fields will still have mid 20s 

to mid 30s output decline rates, given high IP declines. The E&Ps haven’t stacked enough 

‘well tails’ of older wells at the lower slope of the curve to mitigate reduced reinvestment. So, 

E&Ps, which sold growth, will now have to stretch their lower oil cap-ex and production cash 

flows. They may be hard pressed to maintain output unless they opt to outspend cash flow 

and that is the genesis of our comment on prudence. If the companies or Street continue to 

fund deficit spending, the concern about technology adding more production will cast a 

further pall on the stocks and delay the recovery in stock prices. 

Deficit funded growth 

Upstream volume and reserve growth is easy for an E&P when there is resource access and 

the companies outspend cash flow, and the Street has forgotten how these companies 

funded their volume growth.  

The table below shows the collective costs incurred by the E&Ps by subsector (Large, Mid, 

Small and Canadian Senior). It is followed by the percentage of costs incurred that were 

beyond cash flow. So, a positive percentage means that the subsector outspent their cash 

flow by the number indicated. When there is a negative, it’s because the subsector has been 
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free cash flow positive. Clearly, there are many positive numbers; more for the Mid and Small 

Cap E&Ps.  

 

Another way to see the correlation is to look at the deficit spending percentage vs. production 

growth. Many E&Ps have switched to unconventionals or shales which have faster project 

cycle times between well spud and production cash flow. Bigger companies will tend to have 

a slower production growth rate, given asset rationalizations and also longer project cycle 

times, i.e. DeepH20. They’ll register less deficit spending, on a percentage basis.  

With both the Small and Mid Cap E&Ps, their production bases are less initially (please note 

that we used the same annual output scale). But they grow at a high rate because they are 

deploying so much capital beyond their production cash flow. So, it’s clear that the Small and 

Mid Cap management teams took advantage of CDS/OFS working, available resources and 

also ready capital access. Will that be the same in a $40 WTI and $2/Mcf natural gas world 

when E&Ps have balance sheets which are getting more leveraged? Probably not. But, these 

graphs point to the obvious. Deficit spending led to meaningful volume growth. The graphs 

below depict annual MMBOE production, which includes asset sales, vs. deficit spending. 

Certainly, through 2014 every E&P spent more, but it was the mid and smaller E&Ps that took 

advantage of available capital to build a bigger production base.  

Production vs. Capital Outspend 
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And company-specific deficit spending has been fairly consistent for many of the mid and 

small cap E&Ps over the last 15 years, but we don’t see how it can persist.  
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What happens when the growth stops, product prices drop and 

operating margins contract? Impairments 

The table below shows reserve and asset impairments for E&Ps since 2012. The current year 

has YTD quarters. We realize that these impairments may reflect natural gas or much older oil 

projects, but collectively, they equal about thirty percent of total cap-ex. So, what does this 

really mean? E&P are making greater operating margin assumptions or booking too many 

PUDS. And we note that the industry has never taken this many, on a dollar basis, in 25 years. 
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What happens to balance sheets when E&Ps impair? More book 

leverage 

The table below shows debt to book cap ratios for the last four quarters. The bulk of the 

leverage increase isn’t added debt, but generally loss in book equity via impairments and 

ceiling tests. During the early 1990s, when interest rates were much higher, E&Ps had 

LTD/Book capitalization ratios for 50-65%, but had much greater debt services costs. Today, 

interest expense coverage costs may be lower, but many companies opted to use more 

leverage.  

 

So, when assets get impaired and stock prices fall, if E&Ps can’t monetize assets, they 

become more dependent upon their bank credit lines. Much like with the CDS wreck, banks 

didn’t want to repossess houses and they certainly don’t want to own oil and gas assets. So, 

depending upon the fiscal repair of their balance sheet, banks have either extended credit 

lines (termed out) or will be cutting if leveraged.  

In the public domain, fiscal stress and excessive leverage will be manifested with the 

securitized debt ‘cram-downs’ that have been happening for the fiscally leveraged E&Ps. 

There may well be more, and they certainly haven’t helped equity pricing.  

We expect debt to book equity leverage for E&Ps to rise materially when E&Ps report their 

4Q15 results given the likelihood of greater reserve impairments. 
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If E&Ps now are “long dated” development companies, why didn’t 

they hedge more?  

The table below shows hedging for 2016 for oil, natural gas and BOE. Clearly, not many have 

set hedges or derivatives, and these statistics don’t reflect basis risk or transportation 

differentials. At the start of 2015, both oil and gas hedged volumes were higher and prices for 

oil were 40% higher for oil and double for gas. So the rhetorical question we ask above says it 

all.  

Hedging is never a ‘profit center’, but a cash flow preserver. Clearly, the market either wasn’t 

liquid enough, too volatile or many management teams with hedging programs simply too 

slow since it often times has board level approvals. So, the manufacturers must learn to adjust 

to reduce cash flows. And that means that balance sheets will be more important as will the 

ability to service all debt.  

Hedges as % of estimated 2016 volume 

  

 
Source: SG Cross Asset Research/Equity, Company reports 
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The need for investor patience and longer-term view for product 

pricing 

In order for there to be E&P stock price improvements beyond the short-term industry 

headlines, more time has must elapse so the investment community can see shale oil output 

decline. Week-to-week, there is too much noise that is weather or activity related. Ultimately, 

reduced drilling should result in a slight uptick in gas output or declining oil output.  

In our view, US natural gas prices won’t get much of a reprieve unless the US suddenly gets 

“polar.” We don’t expect prices to improve until 2017 when there is more chemicals demand 

and greater exports (Mexican pipeline gas and LNG).  

With oil, if Saudi Arabia has a sudden supply change epiphany and reduces its exports, the 

markets would react, but they otherwise need to accommodate Iran’s return and the US oil 

output decline which should get more dramatic, from the shales, in 2H16.  

Normalized 1-year price performance 

  

 
Source: Factset, SG Cross Asset Research/Equity 

Going forward, here are our product pricing assumptions (SG versus market) 

  2016 2017 

 SGe Market % over mkt SGe Market % over mkt 

Brent $52.00 $41.05 27% $67.00 $48.35 34% 

WTI $50.00 $39.75 26% $65.00 $45.20 44% 

HH $2.75 $2.22 24% $3.50 $2.70 30% 

Source: SG Cross Asset Research/Equity, Factset 

 

And that of the SG commodities team for reference here.  
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2016 Street estimates will have to come down 

On average DCF for the E&Ps we follow we expect it to be down 5% in 2016 vs. 2015. As the 

tables below show, our estimates for 2016 are under the Street, even using a commodity price 

deck that is at a premium to the current market. If prices do not materially improve soon, there 

may be more beginning of year estimate reductions ahead.  

When E&Ps do report, we expect more impairments and ceiling tests. And note that the ones 

for 4Q15 might be substantially more than in 3Q15. Why? Companies will finally have their 

capital plans established and will have to change their PUD inventories to reflect the removal 

of uneconomic inventories and reduced capital spending.  

 

2016 estimates 

Our 2016e vs Street full-year estimates 

Company SGe 2016 EPS SGe 2016 DCFPS Street 2016 EPS Street 2016 CFPS 

Large Cap E&Ps     
Anadarko Petroleum -$2.40 $7.32 -$1.55 $8.33 

Apache Corp -$0.85 $7.71 $0.02 $9.89 

ConocoPhillips -$0.24 $4.67 $0.31 $8.29 

Devon Energy -$0.07 $6.03 $0.34 $7.29 

EOG Resources -$0.33 $5.77 $0.47 $7.41 

Hess Corp -$4.32 $6.80 -$3.79 $9.39 

Murphy Oil -$3.56 $5.90 -$2.28 $8.31 

Marathon Oil -$1.13 $3.17 -$0.76 $3.47 

Noble Energy -$0.64 $4.02 -$0.17 $5.75 

Occidental Petroleum $0.75 $3.51 $0.95 $7.17 

Pioneer Natural Res. -$0.70 $10.50 $0.08 $11.88 

Mid & Small Cap E&Ps      

Bonanza Creek Energy -$1.72 $2.71 -$1.46 $2.76 

California Resources Corp -$1.07 $1.12 -$0.84 $1.54 

Kosmos Energy -$0.34 $0.88 -$0.09 $1.22 

Laredo Petroleum $0.03 $1.27 $0.14 $1.39 

Newfield Exploration -$0.04 $6.19 $0.62 $6.89 

Canadian Seniors     

Canadian Natural Res. (CAD) -$0.62 $3.75 $0.14 $5.10 

Encana -$0.30 $1.05 -$0.09 $1.40 

Source: SG Cross Asset Research/Equity, Factset 
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2015 estimates 

Our 2015e vs Street full-year estimates 

Company SGe 2015 EPS SGe 2015 DCFPS Street 2015 EPS Street 2015 CFPS 

Large Cap E&Ps     

Anadarko Petroleum -$2.39 $5.55 -$2.26 $8.32 

Apache Corp -$0.63 $6.08 -$0.58 $8.62 

ConocoPhillips -$0.87 $3.22 -$0.79 $6.48 

Devon Energy $2.49 $11.56 $2.51 $12.33 

EOG Resources -$0.01 $5.47 $0.11 $7.17 

Hess Corp -$3.86 $7.31 -$3.73 $8.44 

Murphy Oil -$3.59 $6.05 -$3.29 $7.63 

Marathon Oil -$1.19 $2.05 -$1.24 $2.57 

Noble Energy $0.06 $4.58 $0.10 $5.62 

Occidental Petroleum $0.31 $2.97 $0.30 $5.70 

Pioneer Natural Res. -$0.05 $9.45 $0.00 $9.86 

Mid & Small Cap E&Ps      

Bonanza Creek Energy -$0.37 $4.23 -$0.44 $4.47 

California Resources Corp -$0.85 $1.33 -$0.84 $1.33 

Kosmos Energy -$0.31 $0.89 -$0.20 $0.88 

Laredo Petroleum $0.26 $1.95 $0.26 $1.79 

Newfield Exploration $0.74 $7.24 $0.81 $7.25 

Canadian Seniors     

Canadian Natural Res. (CAD) $0.25 $4.45 $0.23 $5.16 

Encana -$0.18 $1.47 -$0.17 $1.76 

Source: SG Cross Asset Research/Equity, Factset 

2015 Q4 estimates 

Our 2015e vs OLD operating and Street 2015 4Q estimates 

Company SGe 4Q 2015 EPS SGe 4Q 2015 DCFPS Street 4Q 2015 EPS Street 4Q 2015 CFPS 

Large Cap E&Ps     
Anadarko Petroleum -$0.98 $1.11 $0.01 $2.60 

Apache Corp -$0.43 $1.52 $0.22 $2.36 

ConocoPhillips -$0.38 $1.01 $0.07 $1.80 

Devon Energy $0.74 $2.44 $0.78 $3.22 

EOG Resources -$0.34 $1.12 $0.28 $2.20 

Hess Corp -$1.38 $1.27 -$0.52 $2.37 

Murphy Oil -$0.97 $1.39 -$0.48 $1.95 

Marathon Oil -$0.36 $0.58 -$0.23 $0.77 

Noble Energy $0.00 $1.20 $0.26 $1.16 

Occidental Petroleum $0.03 $0.69 $0.21 $1.64 

Pioneer Natural Res. -$0.11 $2.50 $0.10 $2.51 

Mid & Small Cap E&Ps     

Bonanza Creek Energy -$0.08 $1.11 -$0.14 $0.99 

California Resources Corp -$0.24 $0.33 -$0.13 $0.37 

Kosmos Energy -$0.10 $0.22 $0.00 $0.25 

Laredo Petroleum $0.11 $0.46 $0.05 $0.43 

Newfield Exploration $0.05 $1.52 $0.46 $2.17 

Canadian Seniors     

Canadian Natural Res. (CAD) -$0.04 $1.06 $0.16 $1.36 

Encana $0.04 $0.39 -$0.20 $0.22 

Source: SG Cross Asset Research/Equity, FactSet 
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Consolidated Rating and Valuation Table 

  

 
Source: SG Cross Asset Research/Equity 
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Reserves should drop 5% or more (company dependent), but estimated production and 

development costs and AT PV10s will decline, likely in lock-step 

The graphs below show US Cap group reserves and PUDs on the left and estimated 

production and development costs for the proven reserves and ATPV10 value on the right. 

This comes from our finding cost report. Much like 2007-2009 when natural gas prices 

cratered, we expect reserves to decline at the margin, but for all cap groups to have more 

dramatic declines and also for PUDs to drop like they did for the Mid Caps in 2007. 

And we do expect estimated production and development costs (blue area graph on right) and 

after tax PV10s to drop meaningfully, even with lower oilfield services costs. The Street may 

be disappointed by the degree of PV 10 decline, which might be as much as 25%.  
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Conclusions 

We’ve presented many observations and data as ‘food for thought’ for 2016. We note that we have 

78% of our coverage universe BUY rated. Rational E&P spending behaviour should occur, by virtue 

of the fact that the industry can’t continue to overlook obvious output growth roadblocks.  

Few E&Ps have other sources of non-upstream profit and must live within cash flow. Management 

teams know that their bank credit lines might be their last fiscal lifelines, and thus they won’t chase 

rate. Better capitalized E&Ps will have an easier time negotiating the price trough because they 

termed out their bank credit lines or issued public debt. Few E&Ps have good hedge positions, so 

cash flow will be the driver.  

E&P cap-ex should be down 25-30% as recently announced by COP, but the vast majority of the 

E&Ps won’t announce their 2016 cap-ex budgets until 2016. On average, as a consequence of 

lower cap ex, we currently have average E&P BOE output roughly flat, but quarterly, the changes 

will be more dramatic, and risk is likely to the downside as companies rush to balance cash flow 

and spending.  

 

YoY Average Annual BOE Production Growth 

  

 
Source: SG Cross Asset Research/Equity 

 

Year-end disclosures should be more ‘extraordinary’ than they were in 3Q given larger reserve 

impairments. Once these PUDs get written off, book leverage will be up, but what the Street might 

overlook is that it could be easier to conduct M&A. Why? Purchase premiums wouldn’t be as large 

and there would be less risk of reserve writedowns since they had already occurred. So, purchases 

could buy captive resources, albeit at lower levels.  

So, investors will need more time to elapse for E&P oil volume declines to get recognized on a 

corporate level. Management teams will likely tone down the growth mantra in their conference 

calls, and maybe visit fewer sellside venues. One E&P attended over 20 sell side conferences in 
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2015. Companies may still talk about projected IPs, well RORs or EURs, but that news may not 

garner the same Street following given the fiscal carnage from 2015 in the form of higher book 

leverage and reduced cash flows.  

During 2016, we expect to see more public company M&A. Issuing stock helps repair the 

purchaser’s balance sheet and in Darwinian times, E&Ps switch to survival mode. So, there will be 

mergers, opportunistic overtures (e.g. APC’s approach to APA) and more rational industry 

behaviour, which won’t be the growth, but realistic. That could well bring back investors, vs. 

technical traders or speculators.  
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COMPANIES MENTIONED 

Anadarko Petroleum Corp (APC.N, Buy) 

Apache Corp (APA.N, Buy) 

Bonanza Creek Energy Inc (BCEI.N, Buy) 

California Resources Corp (CRC.N, Buy) 
Canadian Natural Resources (CNQ.TO, Buy) 

ConocoPhillips (COP.N, Buy) 

Devon Energy (DVN.N, Buy) 

Encana Corporation (ECA.TO, Hold) 
EOG Resources Inc (EOG.N, Buy) 

Hess Corporation (HES.N, Buy) 

Kosmos Energy (KOS.N, Buy) 
Laredo Petroleum Holdings Inc (LPI.N, Buy) 

Marathon Oil (MRO.N, Buy) 

Murphy Oil (MUR.N, Hold) 

Newfield Exploration (NFX.N, Hold) 
Noble Energy (NBL.N, Buy) 

Occidental Petroleum Corporation (OXY.N, Buy) 

Pioneer Natural Resources (PXD.N, Hold) 
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will be related, directly or indirectly, to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report: John Herrlin, Joshua Sheppard 

 

The analyst(s) who author research are employed by SG and its affiliates in locations, including but not limited to, Paris, London, New York, 

Dallas, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Bangalore, Mumbai, Frankfurt, Madrid, Milan, Seoul, Warsaw and Moscow. 

 
  

 
SG EQUITY RESEARCH RATINGS on a 12 months period 

BUY: absolute total shareholder return forecast of 15% or more 

over a 12 month period. 

HOLD: absolute total shareholder return forecast between  0% 

and +15% over a 12 month period. 

SELL: absolute total shareholder return forecast below  0% over a 

12 month period. 

Total shareholder return means forecast share price appreciation 

plus all forecast cash dividend income, including income from 

special dividends, paid during the 12 month period.  Ratings are 

determined by the ranges described above at the time of the 

initiation of coverage or a change in rating  (subject to limited 

management discretion). At other times, ratings may fall outside of 

these ranges because of market price movements and/or other  

short term volatility or trading patterns. Such interim deviations 

from specified ranges will be permitted but will become subject to 

review by research management. 

Sector Weighting Definition on a 12 months period: 

The sector weightings are assigned by the SG Equity Research 

Strategist and are distinct and separate from SG equity research 

analyst ratings. They are based on the relevant MSCI. 

OVERWEIGHT: sector expected to outperform the relevant broad 

market benchmark over the next 12 months. 

NEUTRAL: sector expected to perform in-line with the relevant 

broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 

UNDERWEIGHT: sector expected to underperform the relevant 

broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 
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universe and not by the SG Equity Research Strategist. 
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 

ConocoPhillips SG acted as joint bookrunner in ConocoPhillips' bond issue (USD, SEC) 

EOG Resources Inc SG acted as passive bookrunner on EOG Resources's bond issues (10y, 20y). 

Kosmos Energy SG acted as joint bookrunner in Kosmos Energy's high yield bond issue. 

Laredo Petroleum 

Holdings Inc 

SG actied as joint bookrunner in Laredo Petroleum Holdings' high yield bond issue (USD, 8yr) 

Marathon Oil SG acted as co-manager in Marathon Oil Corp's bond issue 

Newfield Exploration SG acted as co-manager in Newfield Exploration's bond issue (USD) 

Occidental Petroleum 

Corporation 

SG acted as co-manager in Occidental Petroleum Corp's bond issue (USD, 10yr). 

Pioneer Natural 

Resources 

SG acted as co-manager in Pioneer Natural Resource 's bond issue (SEC 5y,10y). 
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